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GoXBRL

BDO

0001005699 MAGICJACK VOCALTEC
LTD

2 CFE: Reversed equity concepts

S2 Filings

BDO

0001550603 MALVERN BANCORP,
INC.

3 CFE: After tax concept used to report before tax fact, Income before
income tax expense

Certent (was
Rivet)

BDO

0000080172 NATIONAL PRESTO
INDUSTRIES INC

1 CFE: Report two net cash flow from discontinued operations facts,
conflict with cash flow statement facts.

Workiva
(WebFilings)

BDO

0001002517 Nuance Communications,
Inc.

1 CFE: Inconsistent revenue facts, us-gaap:Revenues and usgaap:SalesRevenueNet.

Workiva
(WebFilings)

BDO

0001477200 Rocket Fuel Inc.

2 CFE: Conflict between income after tax concept usgaap:IncomeLossFromContinuingOperations, and net income loss.

CompSci

BDO

0000797465 STANLEY FURNITURE CO
INC.

1 CFE: Some issue how CF from discontinued operations reported.

Advanced
Computer
Innovations

BDO

0001060409 SUNVESTA, INC.

2 CFE: Fact value for us-gaap:OperatingExpenses entered as NEGATIVE,
should be POSTITIVE.

Workiva
(WebFilings)

BDO

0001347613 SYNERGY
PHARMACEUTICALS, INC.

1 CFE: Inconsistency between net cash flow concepts for continuing
and total; both reported but values are different with no discontinued
reported.

Novaworks
Software

BDO

0001094084 TELKONET INC

1 CFE: IS line item Recurring reported using WHOLE concept usgaap:CostOfRevenue, then used PART to report total cost of
revenues.

EDGARfilings
PROfile

BDO

0000320121 TELOS CORP

1 CFE: Improper use of redeemable noncontrolling interest concept off
of balance sheet.

Workiva
(WebFilings)

BDO

0001213037 Trovagene, Inc.

2 CFE: Inappropriate extension concept for comprehensive income,
trov:Totalcomprehensiveincomelossnetoftax

Workiva
(WebFilings)

BDO

0001384072 Vanguard Natural
Resources, LLC

1 CFE: Conflicting equity concepts, us-gaap:PartnersCapital 736,819,000; us-gaap:MembersEquity -743,813,000
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MAGICJACK VOCALTEC LTD
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1005699/000117891317000808/0001178913-17-000808index.htm
Reversed the concepts used to represent the equity attributable to parent and equity (parent +
noncontrolling interest). Switch the concepts, then this filing will be fine.

See US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy:
http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yeti-gwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~161*v~5016)!con~(id~3560732)!net~(a~3190*l~772)!lang~(code~enus)!path~(g~92626*p~0_0_2_1_3_2)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)

2

MALVERN BANCORP, INC.
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1550603/000161577417000444/0001615774-17-000444index.htm
Used an AFTER TAX concept to represent a BEFORE TAX line item:

Note the documentation:
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NATIONAL PRESTO INDUSTRIES INC
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/80172/000008017217000013/0000080172-17-000013index.htm
The cash flow statement is contradicted by a disclosure. What is going on is that the CONTINUING
concepts are used to represent the operating, investing, and financing cash flows; but the discontinued
operations are NOT mentioned on the cash flow statement but are mentioned in the disclosure shown
below:

Cash flow statement:

4

Disclosure:
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Nuance Communications, Inc.
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1002517/000100251717000008/0001002517-17-000008index.htm

This is the relation between those concepts per the US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy:
http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yeti-gwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~161*v~5016)!con~(id~3559162)!net~(a~3190*l~772)!lang~(code~en-us)!path~(g~92625*p~0_0_1_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_2)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)

Income statement: SECOND concept:

Segment disclosure: FIRST concept:
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Rocket Fuel Inc.
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1477200/000147720017000044/0001477200-17-000044index.htm
There is a conflict/contradiction caused by representing a before tax fact and an after tax fact with the
exact same value; in addition income tax expense is explicitly reported which should represent the
difference between those two facts. And so, what is reported is illogical because of the contradiction.
These are the conflicting concepts:

The FIRST is used on the income statement to represent this line item:

The SECOND is used in this disclosure to represent this line item:
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STANLEY FURNITURE CO INC.
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/797465/000151316217000052/0001513162-17-000052index.htm
Inconsistency between reported concepts. What is going on is that on the cash flow statement the line
item “Net cash (used in) provided by operating activities” is represented by the TOTAL (continuing +
discontinued) concept but SHOULD have used the CONTINUING concept because the DISCONTINUED is
reported separately below:

Cash flow statement:
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SUNVESTA, INC.
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1060409/000121152417000022/0001211524-17-000022index.htm
The fact used to represent the concept “us-gaap:OperatingExpenses” was entered as a NEGATIVE value
rather than a POSITIVE value:
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SYNERGY PHARMACEUTICALS, INC.
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1347613/000134761317000003/0001347613-17-000003index.htm
Contradiction/conflict between two facts. One could perhaps make the case that this is a rounding
issue; HOWEVER, to do that correctly what should have occurred is that the SAME CONCEPT should be
used and TWO FACTS created with different decimals values (i.e. as opposed to what is going on here
which is to use two different concepts which mean two DIFFERENT THINGS to represent this
information)

Cash flow statement:

Disclosure:
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TELKONET INC
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1094084/000168316816000556/0001683168-16-000556index.htm
Per the US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy this is the relation between cost of revenues related concepts:
http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yeti-gwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~161*v~5016)!con~(id~3547327)!net~(a~3190*l~772)!lang~(code~enus)!path~(g~92625*p~0_0_1_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_1_3)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)

Income statement: reversed a relation, the WHOLE was used as a PART and the PART was used as a
WHOLE:
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TELOS CORP
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/320121/000032012117000007/0000320121-17-000007index.htm
Two facts are reported as PART OF liabilities that are temporary equity per the US GAAP XBRL Taxoomy:
us-gaap:RedeemableNoncontrollingInterestEquityPreferredCarryingAmount = 127742000
us-gaap:RedeemableNoncontrollingInterestEquityOtherCarryingAmount = 2092000
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Trovagene, Inc.
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1213037/000162828017002601/0001628280-17-002601index.htm
First, the statement of comprehensive income was not reported next to the income statement which is
required:

Second, there is no way that such a high-level concept such as the one shown below would be required
to be extended as is the case here: either that extension concept is wrong or a concept is missing from
the US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy. Further, this should be reviewed as other concepts appear wrong:
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Vanguard Natural Resources, LLC
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1384072/000138407217000044/0001384072-17-000044index.htm
Both of these facts are reported. Either one of two things is going on: (1) these facts are conflicting or
(2) these are DUPLICATE facts: The FIRST is equivalent to TOTAL EQUITY, the SECOND is equivalent to
PARENT EQUITY; so there is NO WAY the values can be the same because of the NONCONTROLLING
INTEREST which clearly exists:
us-gaap:LimitedLiabilityCompanyLlcMembersEquityIncludingPortionAttributableToNoncontrollingInterest = -898,865,000
us-gaap:PartnersCapital -898,865,000

Balance sheet:

Statement of changes in equity:
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